even using a weaker model of parallel computation.
Given a totally monotone matrix A, the problem of computing the OA array is known as that of "computing the row minima of a totally monotone matrix" [1] . The best previous CREW-PRAM algorithm for this problem ran in O(log n log log n) time and O(n/ log log n) pro- (by definition). The best for r in S1 is rivai(c), by the following argument.
Suppose to the contrary that there is a c" E S1, c" < rival(c), such that c" is better for r than rival(c).
A contradiction with the monotonicity of A is obtained by observing that we now have:
LeftExtend(rival( c)) < r, and (iii) c" is better than rival(c) for r but not for Le f tllzt end(rival(c)). Hence rivai(c) must be the best for r in S1. The first case is when c won the competition at r, i.e., PC has moved to the left child of r (call it r'). In that case by its very definition rival(c) remains unchanged (since the leftmost leaf in the subtree of r' is the same as the leftmost leaf in the subtree of r).
The second case is when c lost the competition at r, i.e., PC has moved to the right child of r (call it r").
In that case we claim that it suffices to compare the old label(r) to the old rival(c): the one which is better for r" is the new value of rival(c).
We now prove the claim. Let rl (resp., rz) be the leftmost leaf in the subtree of r (resp., r"). Let C' (resp., C") be the set of paths consisting of the columns c' such that c' < c and LeftExtend(c') < rl (resp., LeftExtend(c') < rz).
By definition, the old (resp., new) value of rival(c) is the largest column index in C" (resp., C'").
The claim would follow if we can prove that the largest column index in C" -C' is the old label(r) (by "old Iabei(r)"
we mean its value before updating, i.e., its value when P. first entered r). We prove this by contradiction: let ? denote the old label(r), and suppose that there is a c" E Cl' -C' such that c" >2. Since both c" and t are in C)) -C', their respective paths went from r to the left child of r. However, PC,) did so later than P2 (because c" > t). This in turn implies that c" is better for r than 2, contradicting the fact that t is the old label(r). This proves the claim. Critical is the largest r c R' that is contained in tiv(R', f) for some f c I(u); if there is no such r then Criticalv (R') = O.
The monotonicity of A implies that for every r' < Crit icalo (R') (resp., r' > Crit icalv (R')), r' is contained in @u(R', f) for some f 6 I(u) (resp., f c I(w)). This involves a search in l(u) (resp., l(w)) for the fat column f' e l(u) (resp., f" G (w)) whose~U(R~_h,f') (resp.,~W(R~-h, f")) contains s. These two searches in 1(u) and 1(w) are done in constant time with the II(v) I processors available. We explain how the search for f' in 1(u)
is done (that for f" in 1(w) is similar and omitted). We now define the tree Tree(f). The following proposition is an easy consequence of the above definition of Tree(f).
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let X be an interval in List, of priority i. Let X' (resp., X')) be the nearest interval that is to the lefl (resp., right) of X in List and that has priority smaller than i. Let i' (resp., i") be the priority of X' (resp., X"). Note: Although we do not need to do so, it is in fact 3. If X' and X" both exist, then i' # i'{. Furthermore, possible to build Tree(f) in O(log m + log n) time by if i' > i" then X iS the right child of X' in Tree(f), using onlY one processor rather than log n processors, otherwise (i. e., ifi' < i") X is the left child of X". but the construction is somewhat more involved and we
Proof.
The proof refers to the hypothetical procerefrain from giving it in order not to break the flow of dure we used to define Tree(f). For convenience, we the exposition. denote a node z of Tree( f ) by the interval X that it As explained earlier, after Tree(f) is built, we must contains; i.e., wheress in the description of the procemake log n copies of it (one for each ancestor in T of leaf dure we used to say "the node z of Tree(f) that contains~f)- 
